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PART 1: GRAMMAR& VOCABULARY& READING 

 

Number of the questions: 34 multiple-choice 

questions (Each question is 1,5 point) ,1 piece of 

writing (16 Points). Total 49 Points. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

 

1. Write your name, surname, school number and the 

type of the booklet (A or B) on the quiz sheet and 

answer sheet.   

2. Use a pencil. Do not use a pen.  

3. Darken and fill the circles completely in the 

answer sheet.  

 
4. Erase clearly any answers you wish to change.  

 

Choose the best option. Each is 1,5 points 

 

GRAMMAR 

 

1. This time last year she __________ her book. She 

finished it in September and it __________ in 

November. 

 

A) wrote / published     

B) had written / has published     

C) was writing / was published 

D) is writing / is published 

E) has written / has been published 

 

2. A: By this time next year I ______ from university.  

B: I hope you ___________ a job that pays well.  

It’s so hard to get a job after college.  

 

A) will have graduated / get     

B) will be graduating / will be getting 

C) am going to graduate / will get 

D) will be graduating / are getting 

E) graduate / will be getting 

 

 

3. As a tradition, we __________ cherry-festival every 

spring, which __________ a great number of people 

from other cities to come together and make new 

friends. 

 

A) are celebrating / must cause     

B) will celebrate / will have caused 

C) have celebrated / has caused   

D) are going to celebrate / had caused 

E) celebrate / causes 

 

4. Because of the terrible hurricane that __________ 

the area, the inhabitants __________ to the 

neighbouring cities nowadays. 

 

A) has destroyed / are being transferred 

B) has destroyed / is transferred 

C) had destroyed / were transferring     

D) is destroying / has been transferred 

E) was destroyed / are transferring 

 

5. Detective, my son __________that car last Sunday 

afternoon. He was getting married at that time in front 

of 200 guests! 

 

A) couldn’t have stolen C) may not have stolen 

B) shouldn’t have stolen D) won’t have stolen 

E) might not have stolen 

 

6. We ________ for the bus for over an hour that under 

heavy rain before it arrived. We have both caught cold. 

 

A) mustn’t have waited 

B) couldn’t have waited 

C) shouldn’t have waited 

D) may not be waiting 

E) couldn’t wait 

 

7. I’m sure we ______ on better terms with the 

manager if she ________us so disrespectfully all the 

time last semester. 

 

A) have been / weren’t treating 

B) would be / didn’t treat 

C) were / hadn’t been treating 

D) will have been / isn’t treating 

E) can be /hadn’t treated 

 

8. In April 1991, construction of the Kansai 

International Airport building began. The design, 

____________had won an international competition, 

was by an Italian architect, Renzo Piano.  

 

A) whom   C) who  

B) where  D) which 

E) whose 
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9. ___________certain types of fungi have been used 

throughout history for a variety of beneficial purposes, 

others have been found to contain dangerous toxins 

that are poisonous to humans. 

 

A) Consequently  C) Although 

B) Since   D) In order to 

E) Only when  

10. The Blues won the football match, but ___ players 

played well; In fact, they _______ played quite badly. 

A) each / each  C) neither of / both 

B) all / all  D) either of the / all 

E)  none of the / all 

 

11. Losing little weight during exercise is not a bad 

thing; on the contrary, it is actually _______ gaining 

weight. 

 

A) the best   C) better 

B) best    D) as good as 

E) better than  

 

12. Many people having dealt with creativity and arts, 

such as Vincent van Gogh, are believed _____ from 

mental illnesses. 

 

A) to have suffered  C) having suffered 

B) to suffering   D) to be suffering 

E) suffering 

 

VOCABULARY 

13.As we drove through Paris, Francoise ______ the 

major historical sites and told me about their histories. 

 

A) called off          C) held up 

B) pointed out   D) made up 

  E) took after  

14. You have always kept working hard throughout 

your educational life. I believe that your success will 

____________ all those hard times in the future. 

A) make up for                C) make off 

B) make out                 D) make   of 

E)  make 

 

15. Did you, by any chance, _____________ a pair of 

blue sunglasses? I seem to have misplaced mine. 

 

A) come across   C) get around 

B) drop out   D) come up with 

  E) end up 

 

16. You must ____________ the idea of getting your 

‘dream job’ right out of university. It takes years to 

land that kind of job. Otherwise, you’ll be 

disappointed. 

A) acknowledge   C) distribute 

B) invite    D) react   

E) abandon 

17. It’s ___________! They charged me double the 

price of an ordinary bottle of wine in that restaurant. 

 

A) competitive              C) compulsory 

B) undesirable              D) outrageous 

  E) outstanding 

 

 

18. Progress in materials research is______ to 

overcoming such problems as the finite of the world’s 

resources and possible shortages of strategic materials. 

 

A) crucial   C) consistent  

B) inexpensive       D) disruptive  

E) subsequent 

 

19. It was a(n)__________ that his contract finished at 

about the same time as his first book was published. 

 

A) illusion   C) associate 

B) property   D) impression 

E) coincidence 

 

20. Before released to public, all cars are thoroughly 

checked for _____ so that they may have the least 

chance of a failure on road. 

 

A) threats   C) defects 

B) contradictions   D) intersections 

E) upheavals 

 

21. Before making our decision, we need to consider 

the _______ of financial support. This seems to be a 

crucial problem. 

 

A) range    C) statement 

B) issue    D) account 

E) obligation 

 

22. Though top executives in many international 

corporations are still _____ male, an increasing number 

of women are attaining high level positions.  

 

A) cautiously   C) predominantly. 

B) firmly                                           D) humbly    

E) confidently 

 

23. I’m not ______ a fortune, but I’m content with my 

salary. 

 

A) doing   C) taking 

B) making   D) having 

E) putting   

 

24.I haven’t really evaluated the contract yet. I just 

gave it a ______ glance. 

A) fast     C) speedy  

B) rapid    D) slow 

E) quick 
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READING 

TEXT -1  

As recently as 2007, Spain was a vigorous creator of 

growth and jobs. ------------------ However, those days 

are now over, and in recent years Spain has witnessed 

20 percent unemployment and a huge trade deficit. In 

the year 2010, as other European economies grew 

again, Spain’s economy shrank. In 2011, its GDP 

(Gross Domestic Product) expanded by less than 1 per 

cent. The world’s ninth-biggest economy in 2009 will 

soon be twelfth, overtaken by Russia, India and 

Canada. Recent reforms are a change in the right 

direction, but not enough to stop Spain from falling 

behind.  

25. Which of the followings completes the blank above 

in the text? 

 

A) It was notable at the time for its massive 

investments in these sectors of the economy. 

B) Economists wonder when it will turn to 

meaningful growth, a highly demanded economic 

measure.  

C) The Prime Minister of Spain, José Luis Rodríguez 

Zapatero, is a reluctant reformer.  

D) Spain refuses to admit that many of its financial 

problems are caused internationally.  

E) Spanish Prime Minister, Zapatero, was slow to 

recognize market impatience with Spain’s deficit. 

 

26. What was Spain’s economic situation like before 

2007? 

 

A) There was high unemployment. 

B) Its economy got smaller and smaller. 

C) People had a difficulty in finding a job. 

D) The economy was strong and the recruitment rate 

was high.   

E) Trade deficit was great. 

 

27. What can be said about the economy of Spain after 

2007? 

A) There was no growth in economy. 

B) Imports increased. 

C) Trade deficit grew bigger. 

D) The number of unemployed people became bigger. 

E) All of them above. 

 

 

 

 

TEXT-2 

The chief victory of this book is its description of 

Wellington. He is not simply the famous British 

general who defeated Napoleon at Waterloo. He 

remains a great general, but he is also shown to have 

had weak sides in his splendid boots. For example, the 

writer emphasizes on Wellington's pride and his lack of 

generosity in sharing the glories of his victories. This is 

a splendid book, and it is interesting and effective. It 

redefines Wellington with his whole achievements and 

ends by reminding us that it was Napoleon who so 

forcefully stated a wish that there should be "a 

European code of laws, a European judiciary ... one 

people in Europe". It is obvious that his dream is 

coming true. 

28. From this passage, we get the impression that the 

reviewed book ________. 

A) makes fun of both Napoleon and Wellington 

B) overlooks the fact that Wellington was a great 

general 

C) pays more attention to Napoleon than to 

Wellington 

D) is unnecessarily critical of Wellington 

E) is well-written and gives a balanced picture of 

Wellington 

29.In the book, Wellington is criticized for ________. 

A) not caring about the role of others in his victories 

B) his plan of campaign at Waterloo 

C) trying to buy people's affection and support 

D) underestimating Napoleon's strength 

E) failing to consult his subordinates 

30. It is clear from the passage that the book differs 

from traditional biographies of Wellington ________. 

A) as his great enemy Napoleon receives more praise 

than him 

B) as it questions his skills as a leader 

C) because it shows up his human weaknesses 

D) in manner, but not in content 

E) by putting the whole emphasis on his faults, never 

on his good sides 

31. We understand from the passage that in the book 

under review, Napoleon ______. 

A) is simply presented as the big enemy 

B) predicted the concept of “a united Europe” at that 

time 

C) is described to have greater military skills than 

Wellington 

D) and Wellington each admired the military skills of 

the other 

E) knew from the beginning that he would never win 

Britain 
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TEXT -3  

 

Today, the European Union is home to more than 25 

million immigrants, who represent about 5 percent of 

the total EU population and make valuable 

contributions to European society. These new arrivals 

fill gaps in the labour market that EU workers cannot 

or do not wish to fill, helping to address the 

demographic decline in Europe’s working age 

population. Properly managed, immigration can help 

contribute to the EU’s long-term economic 

development and competitiveness. At the same time, 

ensuring the security and prosperity of the EU 

population remains vital. The key is to streamline and 

simplify the legal immigration process, enforce 

measures against illegal immigrants, secure the 

external borders and support the Member States’ 

efforts to promote the integration of immigrants so they 

become full participants in EU society. One of the 

EU’s more remarkable achievements is the creation of 

its single market, where people, goods, services and 

capital move freely throughout the 29 EU Member 

States. The flip side of this free movement; however, is 

that the reduced internal border controls necessitate 

strengthened external borders. Each border state bears a 

particular responsibility for defending its portion of the 

EU’s borders and with it, the security of the entire EU. 

 

32. What is one advantage of immigrants for the EU? 

 

A) They do the jobs that inhabitants don’t want to do. 

B) They cause unemployment. 

C) They fill vacancies demanded by the EU citizens. 

D) They culturally disintegrate themselves. 

E) They cause internal conflicts in the states they live. 

 

33. According to the passage, ________________. 

 

A) local workers in EU countries are better educated 

and thus more competent than the immigrants 

B) in the long run, immigrants may contribute to the 

management of financial problems of the EU 

C) the problem of the work gap in EU countries can 

never be totally overcome 

D) working conditions of the immigrants in the EU 

are worse than in their home countries 

E) the free movement of people and goods throughout 

Member States is hindered by strong internal 

borders 

 

 

 

34. According to the passage, what is one of the 

greatest concerns of members states with regard to the 

free movement? 

 

A) Education                    C) Social assistance 

B) Religion                      D) Security 

E) Conflicts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


